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Abstract

The power of stories, that is, bibliotherapy and literary arts, lies in the field of literature and in the knowledge of new ways to gain well-being and joy through literary practice, especially, in education. In this short paper I discuss about the benefits of developmental bibliotherapy, which means active interaction with a child through a story and its fictional characters. A well-chosen and an appropriate book may be a solution for many daily concerns [1,2].
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Introduction

The objective of this short Opinion writing is a modest demand for scientific renewal of the early phase of my doctoral research [3] and my academic writings after that until 2019. Bibliotherapy in an educational context for children and adolescents is a resource that is not enough well known among teachers. My aim is to produce and distribute knowledge of the ways in which literature and literary arts can be practiced as a means of bibliotherapy, especially in educational contexts. My intention is to develop a cost-effective method of university level education, and to broaden the concept of literature in the mentality of well-being e.g. with the method of Pritney TM. Thus, the concept of bibliotherapy and its inherent potential will be transferred into practice on an educational level (universities), in childcare, kindergartens, pre-schools and in schools along with our national project called Hand in Hand.

Discussion

Literature has a positive impact on a child’s development and well-being [4,5] and bibliotherapy is an under-used resource in the field of education. The combination of children and bibliotherapy is significant in a world, where literary skills are ever more needed, and I do not mean the importance to gain merely practical reading skills. Bibliotherapy is a therapeutic approach that uses literature (poems, stories, creative writing etc.) to support mental health. Literature may be used for healing and personal growth and be traced back to primitive man in religious rites, where poetry was used for the well-being of the tribe or individual. Literature as a healing method dates also back to ancient Greece. In short, bibliotherapy means books and other literature to serve and help (NAPT-The National Association for Poetry Therapy). It means access to benefit from reading skills, but also to experience the joy of reading. It is well documented that stories and literary activities in children’s lives have diverse positive effects and by using carefully selected thematic books teachers can use literature to reach out to students experiencing difficult situations (6,2).

Many teachers in day care and at school practice bibliotherapy in some manner, often without giving their practice a formal name. However, effective follow-up activities, thoughtful questions, and focused discussions require that teachers are mindful about their use of books to address individual and group issues [7]. Teachers are attempting to help students with socio-emotional difficulties, and school professionals are searching for ways to promote skills and adjustment (8). Collaboration between psychologists and educators may be beneficial with bibliotherapy as a tool. There are methods related to bibliotherapy which are available. These methods enable discussions and provide guidelines for practice [9,10]. There are web-pages encouraging families to have ‘important book-reading sessions’ in children’s everyday lives [11,12]. However, systematic in-depth studies on how books may be beneficial as
bibilothterapeutic means in challenging situations in educational contexts in kindergartens, schools, or at university are still missing. Although, there are studies on practices in classrooms concerning developmental bibliotherapy [13], the current knowledge is often based mostly on reading skills, while babies’ books and reading habits have been particularly ignored [14,15].

There have also been concerns regarding children’s diminishing reading skills [10]. Additionally, there has been a concern about the growing emotional problems in families and with children in schools, and teachers are finding bibliotherapeutic activities to enhance their wellbeing [16]. Some examples of this include a 10-step process for implementing bibliotherapy in the classroom and providing samples of juvenile books used in bibliotherapy. Responding to these issues, changes need to take place in ways that support meaningful child–reading relations, and sensitive child adult relations. For this to be possible there is an urgent need to know

- What kinds of books and reading sessions are significant to children, but also
- How it is possible to implement bibliotherapeutic reading sessions and interaction with children as part of their everyday lives.

Studies on bibliotherapy, especially academic research into children’s bibliotherapy, and the beneficial use of books in early childhood settings in shared everyday lives are, however, are extremely rare, not only nationally but also internationally.

The disciplinary backbone of my scientific and academic work comprises educational science, literary studies, cultural anthropology and the multidisciplinary fields of posthuman studies and animal studies, childhood studies and psychology. All of the mentioned disciplines are areas in which children’s literature may be used as a vehicle for development and may even involve healing practices and meanings. In particular, affective bibliotherapy even seems to be superior to cognitive bibliotherapy [4] for children, and thus emphasizes the importance of the emotions, effectiveness and sensitivity of adults during reading sessions [17]. The societal significance of the research is anchored in serious consideration of children’s and adolescents’ bibliotherapy and how we may benefit from it on many levels in our society. There is an urgent need for valuable academic research to raise a wider consciousness of bibliotherapy. The research is also valuable for its practical goals in implementing good practices and recommendations to be shared between child health care centers, kindergartens, pre-schools, and schools. A focus on bibliotherapy as “healing words” is an acknowledgement of children as capable, complete, equal citizens and also productive members of society. Children are people who have their own thoughts, imagination, understanding and creativity. Educators, teachers and parents need new vehicles to cope with challenges of wellbeing with children and families in our changing societies. Children have their rights to a good life and to many good daily practices, e.g. at home and, at school and in day care. Making reading a daily, enjoyable routine may be one thing to enhance children’s wellbeing by listening to, what a child is interested in, and to understand, what developmental tasks she/he is going through at the moment [18]. Finnish curriculum of early childhood education and care [18] is based on an integrated approach to care, education and teaching (the Edu care model), and learning through play is seen as essential.

Finland is a unique and timely context in which to study children’s bibliotherapy, as our country is well known from its good educational practices and children’s reading skills. We have a long history with a school library system, and it is well known that Finnish people like to read [19]. So, the assumption is, that reading is part of everyday practices in various areas. The question is, how to maintain the attraction and enchantment of creative reading, and to ensure that educators have good knowledge of the many possibilities brought forward by books and literature which are central in bibliotherapy. Stories may be powerful tools to maintain and enhance wellbeing on an individual and societal level [20]. The relatively independent habit of reading among children in general, in both urban and in rural everyday environments, is internationally renowned [21]. However, there is an increasing concern for children who face serious challenges in their everyday lives, and who have no emotional access to stories, or enjoyable reading moments, and there is a need to encourage families to create reading moments. Additionally, in kindergartens, pre-schools and schools, encouragement is needed to develop good reading skills. Furthermore, as with the idea of bibliotherapy, especially among children and adolescents, preventative, developmental, and interactive bibliotherapy have special tools for adults to maintain wellbeing and enhance joy among children, who have many developmental tasks to conquer.

**Conclusion**

Previous research on bibliotherapy and children’s relations with books: To summarize, the findings of my previous research (1-3,14,15,22-25) indicate that

- Bibliotherapy has applications in many contexts, also in children’s lives,
- There is international concern regarding diminishing reading skills of children, and that
- Children’s and adolescents’ (developmental) bibliotherapy are not enough well known among parents, teachers, and educators as a vehicle to create and sustain reading sessions and reading habits, which are significant in children’s’ daily lives.

Without knowledge of children’s views, child-book relations often end up being ignored, or valued or only for their utility towards children’s future development rather than their everyday well-being. Of the research conducted related to children’s reading skills, until recently virtually the entire focus was on children’s development from an adult point of view. Studies seem to locate in the field of education and assess the usefulness of reading skills towards children’s development. Of these studies, a further majority...
focus on scaffolding, or the use of new media in improving children's educational skills. Caring, companionship, security, comfort, amusement and joy are items which are essential to developmental and preventive bibliotherapy, and these are the major focus of this Opinion writing. Studies into disciplinary frameworks of children’s bibliotherapy on an educational level are drastically fewer in numbers and arise mostly from the fields of social sciences, medical science and psychology [26]. The benefits of “power stories” in the everyday life of “healthy” children to enhance their wellbeing in situational and developmental tasks need to be studied.

Studies on child-book relations, within educational sciences in particular, can explore the usefulness of picture books especially in pre-primary education and children’s literature in formal education. Questions which have profound implications for society are virtually unexplored, e.g. how student kindergarten teachers can and practicing teachers handle the ever-increasing developmental tasks in the growing multi-cultural contexts of children, e.g. in children’s everyday places such as day care and schools.

At the moment I am working in a national project called Hand in Hand, funded by Finnish Ministry of Education and creating my Pitney Method, which brings forth a concept from bibliotherapy [27], approaching child-book relations from the viewpoints of children in their daily lives, and how books and literary art focused activities have the power to enhance children's knowledge of themselves, to bring joy and build trust in the future. As in educational settings, this concept is referred to as developmental bibliotherapy and may be used by teachers, librarians and parents, and is meant to help children grow and develop [28-31]. In particular, this project has a special interest also in infants, and how literary arts may be practiced with infants, as well as how parents may be sensitive with their babies and create interaction with rhymes, first books and joyful moments in stories. Especially, pictures that are aimed at infants and their families are lacking evidence in academic research [32,33]. Theoretical-methodological approaches situated in literature studies, childhood studies, in addition to emerging approaches under ‘post humanism’ and psychoanalysis, such as the work of scholars including Freud, Winnicott, Maizza and Pennebaker contest the notion of literature and its benefits in multiple cultural contexts.
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